
Hello, 
 
I’m emailing in regards to HB 3063. Although I cannot be there today in person, I am sending this email 
so that my voice may be heard on this issue. I'm a mother of three biracial children who are at proven 
higher risk of adverse reactions from vaccinations. This bill would require me to give something that has 
not been proven to be safe to my children. My oldest son was diagnosed with being blind in one eye as a 
young child. I know he was not born this way. Although too much time has passed for me to prove this 
was a vaccine injury and due to my own research of his condition, I now believe wholeheartedly that it 
was. This is something my son struggles with to this day. I am not completely opposed to all vaccinations. 
However, I do believe there needs to be more independent studies done to ensure they're safe. I also 
believe vaccinations and all medical concerns should be decided by parents and patients, NOT our 
government, and profiting drug companies! 
 
Forcing the public to put vaccinations or anything into their bodies and forcing them to put vaccinations or 
anything into their children’s bodies is a violation of our constitutional rights! This bill is forcing people to 
put poison and other unethical foreign substances into their bodies without any accountability from the 
manufacturers who make them. As a United States Citizen, I should always have the freedom to choose 
what goes into my body and make those decisions for my children as well. My state government does not 
love my children more than I do. There is not enough nonpartisan, independent research done to ensure 
the safety of these vaccinations and the lawsuits prove that they are dangerous! This is not just a violation 
of our constitutional and human rights but a violation of our  religious freedom as well! I am asking you to 
please deny this bill and respect the freedoms of your citizens! 
 
 
 
Sincerely, 
Kerry Rodriguez 
 


